Triplet

A triplet has three lines whose ending words usually rhyme. All lines should have the same syllables. See example:

A I have a little cat,
A who has a tiny hat,
A He stole it from a rat.

A Silly, slimy monsters look,
A Icky, sticky, and funny,
A Like blobs of greenish honey.

A They say that parrots like to talk,
A But all I've ever heard mine say,
A Was something sounding like a squawk.

Brainstorming:

Subject:

Actions:

Rhymes:

This is the Rythym of my Triplet:

AAA    ABB    ABA
Diamante

A diamante is a seven line poem written in the shape of a diamond. The first part of the poem describes the first noun, and the last part of the poem describes the second noun.

Diamante Form:

Noun 1
Adjective, Adjective
Verb, Verb, Verb
Noun, Noun, Noun, Noun
Verb, Verb, Verb
Adjective, Adjective
Noun 2

Diamante Example

Children
Young, Spry
Hopping, Jumping, Skipping
Band Aids, Freckles, Wrinkles, Dentures
Laughing, Aging, Greying
Wise, Loving
Grandparents

Tip: Choose opposite words for each of your nouns.

Brainstorming:

1 noun:
2 Adj:
3 verbs:
2 nouns:
concrete

A concrete poem is also called a shape poem as the words of the poem are written in a specific shape. The topic of the poem must relate to the shape. See example:

The topic of the poem is the bunny. The words are written the shape of bunny hops.

Concrete Example

Hoppity, hoppity the bunny goes, by sills and whiskers, cotton tail.

Brainstorming:

my topic:
...feels like:

...looks like:
...moves like:

...smells like:
...tastes like:

The shape of my Concrete poem will be a:
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